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APA 7th: Notable Changes  

Formatting Headings 

This is a Level One Heading 

Level one headings are centered, bolded, and use title case 

This is a Level Two Heading 

     It is flush with the left margin, and bolded with title case. 

This is a Level Three Heading 

     It is flush with the left margin, and uses bolded italics with title case. 

     This is a Level Four Heading. It is indented ½ inch and uses bold face with title case. It has a period at  

the end, with the paragraph text beginning one space afterward. 

     This is a Level Five Heading. It is indented ½ inch and uses bold italics with title case. It has a period 

at the end, with the paragraph text beginning one space afterward. 

Formatting the Student Title Page 

 
1 

 

My Really Cool Paper: An Exploration of 

Magical Identity 

 

Harry Potter 

Department of Education, Immaculata University 

MAG 101: Foundations of Spellcasting 

Dr. Albus Dumbledore 

February 6, 2020 

No running head is required. Place the page number at the 
top right of the title page. 

The title is centered and bolded 
with title case. Leave a blank 
double-spaced line between the 
title and author(s).  

Include department/program 
and institutional affiliations, 
followed by the instructor and 
due date. 

This guide covers the most notable changes in the APA 7th edition.  

(continued) 
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In-text Citations 

 

One author: Use author last name and year 

Two authors: Use both author names with &, and year 

Three or more authors: use et al. for all in-text citations, and year 

(Woods, 2012) 

(Graves & Brown, 2019) 

(Meyers et al., 2014) 

Use https://doi.org/ format 
instead of doi: format. 

Include up to 20 authors in a 
reference entry. 

Webpage entries include title of webpage 
(italicized), as well as title of website. 

Hyperlinks encouraged (no need to 
reformat), and “Retrieved from” is omitted 
in most cases. URLs that are updated 
frequently, for example, still have a 
“Retrieved from” field. 

Publisher location is omitted for book 
reference entries. 

 


